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2.3Procedural and functional imaging of the nervous system.

Procedural and functional brain imaging has recently emerged as a
method of obtaining direct views of the anatomy and physiology of
the brain. These methods are revolutionizing our understanding of

brain organization, making it possible to delineate the consequences
of brain damage at cellular and molecular levels. In this review, we
provide an overview of the technical principles and benefits of brain

imaging. We also give a short description of some of the most current
and useful image formats that are currently available. We next

examine a number of these techniques in the context of their current
contribution to our understanding of brain-behavior relationships. We
conclude with a brief look at the future of brain imaging.Q: Get users

according to the following rule A user with user_id = -1 can buy a
product. The product can be purchased by only one person. For

instance, the user with id 3 has bought product x and has not bought
product y but has not bought product z. He has also not bought

product q. How to get a list of users who bought product x according
to the rule, the product was purchased only by one user and that user
cannot buy product y, and he cannot buy product z and so on.. I had a

look at using GROUP BY but this case is more difficult than I would
have thought. Any ideas? Edited: Here's the sample data: Users:

User_id username 100 dave 101 leonard 102 kim Products: Id Id_user
Id_product 1 100 2 6d1f23a050
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